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Outside of our industry, dynamic pricing is ubiquitous

• It is widely practiced in all capital intensive industries such as airlines, hotels, car rentals, sporting events and concerts
• Lately, it is also being applied to fast lanes on freeways, tools on bridges, entrance to central cities, and parking in central cities
• Why? *Because* it improves load factors, lowers average costs and ensures that supply is available for high valued uses
Benefits of dynamic pricing

- It eliminates inter-customer subsidies that have existed for a century between customers with flatter-than-average load shapes and peakier-than-average load shapes.
- In the evolving energy economy, dynamic pricing can help integrate renewables and plug-in electric vehicles into the electric grid.
Dynamic pricing facilitates customer choice
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With enabling technology, customer response is even greater.

The Arc of Price Responsiveness,
Price-Only (n=43), Enabling Technology (n=33), Super Enabling Technology (n=8)
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Dynamic pricing is expected to play a significant role in the future – survey of 50 experts

Forecasted Customer Engagement in DR Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DLC</th>
<th>DP</th>
<th>DLC</th>
<th>DP</th>
<th>Interruptible Tariffs</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;I</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Median Low and High Estimates
10 Years From Now
However, less than 1 percent of customers are on dynamic pricing today

- The opponents of dynamic pricing argue that customers cannot respond to higher prices since electricity is a necessity
- They contend:
  - Unlike other goods and services sold in the marketplace, demand for electricity is not price responsive
  - This is specially so for low income customers, senior citizens and people with disabilities
The response of low income customers is about two-thirds of the average customer’s response.

Average customer response

Peak Reduction

California SPP: CARE vs. Average
PG&E SmartRate 2009: CARE vs. Average
PG&E SmartRate 2008: CARE vs. Average
CL&P’s PWEP Program (PTP high): Low Income vs. Average
Hydro Quebec: Low Income vs. Average Residential
California SPP: Low Income vs. Average
Peepco DC (price only): Low Income vs. Average Residential
BGE 2008: Known Low Income vs. Known Average Customer
CL&P’s PWEP Program: Known Low Income vs. Known Average Customer
Consumers Energy: Low Income vs. Average Residential

22% 50% 66% 66% 71% 84% 85% 100% 100% 100%

Note: For the PepcoDC pilot, the average residential response excludes low income customers that qualify for the RAD program.
Most low income customers are instant winners

They benefit without changing behavior, even if they stay at home all day. All receive advantages of better reliability and lower operating costs.

Opportunity to win via simple behavior changes.

Protections can be kept in place for medically frail.
Success lies in how choices are framed

- Should it be opt-in?
  - What if there are no takers?
- Should it be opt-out?
  - Will people riot in the streets?
- Should it be mandatory?
  - Commercial and industrial customers are on such tariffs in most states
Ways of doing opt-in

• Simple opt-in with existing flat rates
  – It will be difficult to get much customer participation since customers are risk averse and there is a large amount of inertia in customer decision making

• Opt-in to dynamic pricing with higher-cost flat rates as the default rate
  – The flat rate may be set based on individual customer load profiles or the class load profile
  – This method is likely to yield higher adoption rates than the first one
Ways of doing opt-out

• Opt-out a la Ontario, Canada. Make dynamic pricing rates the default tariff and let customers opt-out to other offerings from competitive retailers if they so desire.

• Modified Ontario. Introduce an additional regulated option featuring flat rates that reflect the higher cost of serving peakier loads.
Still other ways of doing opt-out

- The default tariff is dynamic but in the first year customers have full bill protection, in the second year this drops to 75%, in the third year to 50%, in the fourth year to 25%; by the fifth year, customers are trained and it is removed.

- The default tariff is dynamic but consumers can limit their exposure by buying forward a certain quantity and buying the remainder on the spot market; initially, the amount bought forward can be set based on their historical load profile.
Conclusions

• Dynamic pricing works not just in the classroom but also in the field
  – While there are unknowns, they are exceeded by the knowns
  – There is enough evidence to move forward, even though for some issues piloting may still be needed

• It is important to frame the choices in such a way that consumers are protected but societal benefits are maximized
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About *The Brattle Group*

*The Brattle Group* provides consulting and expert testimony in economics, finance, and regulation to corporations, law firms, and governments around the world.

We combine in-depth industry experience, rigorous analyses, and principled techniques to help clients answer complex economic and financial questions in litigation and regulation, develop strategies for changing markets, and make critical business decisions.

- Climate Change Policy and Planning
- Cost of Capital
- Demand Forecasting and Weather Normalization
- Demand Response and Energy Efficiency
- Electricity Market Modeling
- Energy Asset Valuation
- Energy Contract Litigation
- Environmental Compliance
- Fuel and Power Procurement
- Incentive Regulation
- Rate Design, Cost Allocation, and Rate Structure
- Regulatory Strategy and Litigation Support
- Renewables
- Resource Planning
- Retail Access and Restructuring
- Risk Management
- Market-Based Rates
- Market Design and Competitive Analysis
- Mergers and Acquisitions
- Transmission

**Contact Ahmad Faruqui at 925-408-0149, Ahmad.Faruqui@Brattle.com, or at The Brattle Group, 201 Mission Street, Suite 2800, San Francisco, CA 94105**